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The Mount Washington Observatory and the National Science Foundation wished to reach the general public with a collection of short pieces that might increase the reader’s understanding of weather through what editor Thurlow describes as
“sneaky learning: make it entertaining, and they won’t even realize they’re learning science!” The book includes contributions
from well-known authors such as Diane Ackerman, Annie Dillard, and Sebastian Junger, and the work of talented unknowns.
I commissioned veteran illustrator Paul Breeden (Smithsonian, National Geographic) to make an image for each chapter opening, based on his reaction to the story. He also created the cover painting, using colors that he made by hand from natural
minerals, earth colors and organic pigments.
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who delivered bottled gas. He seemed apologetic. Every time a wave pounded him
he came up looking a little more apologetic. He seemed to try to smile at me.
Children were excused from responsibility, but I was no longer a child. I was old
enough to help. I pitched on a baseball team and could have thrown a rope better
than anyone. I could have heaved it low and hard beneath the wind and made it
straighten like a bullwhip and land within reach of first one man, then the other.
I was lean and fast and swam well. I could have tied a line around my waist and
dived through each wave the moment before it broke and reached the men in the
calm of a trough and spoken reassuring words to them as the people on shore pulled
us to safety.
A wave broke over them. Their legs rose in the air but did not kick. Another wave
came and objects slick and dark rolled heavily in the spume, like logs. My father
gripped me high on my arm and turned me away. I tried to look back but he gripped
harder and pulled. An ambulance waited in the parking lot, its lights flashing
urgently. People ran, shouting, their voices torn to fragments by the wind.
The men in the water wore bright orange life preservers with bulky collars that
supported their heads above the water. They should have been safe. Everyone said
if you wore a life preserver you were safe. The Coast Guard guaranteed it. Our
parents said so.
I had wanted to be a hero. I had longed for drama in my life.
My father gripped my arm and pulled me across the parking lot past the ambulance, past people holding their hands over their faces. He put me in the car with my
brother and my mother. They had been there all along, watching. I will never forget
the looks on their faces.
For weeks I lay in bed at night hearing the roar of the storm and feeling the
awful draining power of the waves. I wanted to remain a child, but it was too late.
Childhood fades with the knowledge of peril, and peril is everywhere. My father
could not protect me from it. No life preserver could save me.
They died a hundred feet from shore.

Jerry Dennis writes for such publications as Smithsonian, Sports Afield, Wildlife
Conservation, Gray’s Sporting Journal, and The New York Times. His latest book is
The River Home (St. Martin’s Press) and his previous books, It’s Raining Frogs and
Fishes and A Place on the Water, have been widely praised and have been translated into
four languages. He lives in Traverse City, Michigan.
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David Laskin
T       until spring and the sun shone brightly over New
York City. The air temperature had been rising steadily through the morning, and by
midday it hovered in the low s. Manhattan office workers on their lunch breaks
were walking around with their coats unbuttoned and smiles on their faces, at least
some of their faces. Not a lick of wind to cut the sunshine. March , . Friday.
You could practically taste the weekend.
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